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Abstract: The following work proposes the utilisation of a technical device named “Planning Tool
Mosaic” (PTM), defined as a total homogeneous and standardised framework for the principles
contained in municipal regulatory plans: the assignment of zoning, legends, and technical rules.
The 300,000 km2 -broad national territory is divided into nearly 8000 municipalities. Each of them
refers to a distinct regulatory plan and then to a distinct regulation on local buildings, infrastructure,
and social services. This level of planning tool is the one that has most impact on the territory. This
highly fragmented scenario should be driven by upper-level regulation. Although protocols and
guidelines are in force, they are almost irrelevant compared to the impact of regulation at the local
level. This process is a European example of city planning mismanagement that needs to be brought
to the broader attention of the European technical/scientific context. The PTM, though intervening
when municipal plans are already in effect, introduces an element of social and political transparency
to planning before transformative events occur. It also provides a continuous framework on the
probable future of territories, thereby overcoming the current opacity with regard to public cognition
of future arrangements.
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1. Introduction
This work proposes the utilisation of a technical device named “Planning Tool Mosaic”
(PTM), defined as a homogeneous and standardised framework of the principles contained
in municipal regulatory plans (PRG) in force in a given territorial region: the assignment of
zoning, legends, and technical norms that define city planning tasks.
Only very few Italian regions already have a PTM, but these are purely informative
layers and do not comply with general rules and shared at the national level. In the
following, these examples will be used to clarify the contents that should be required
for a standardised device. This device should be included institutionally in the Italian
planning framework in order to overcome some pathologies in territorial control that
characterise it in comparison to other Western European countries. Most of these countries
use “hierarchical” planning systems that operate on various spatial/administrative levels,
such that the more local plans must transpose the instructions of those operating at higher
levels. Italy also has national and many regional regulations that specify this procedure,
but, unlike France, Germany, and Great Britain [1–4], the highest levels of planning have
never had a decisive role in conditioning decisions made at the lowest level. Indeed, to
clarify the need for the PTM, it is necessary to start from the description of the near-total
autonomy of the Italian municipalities in managing transformations of all kinds, practically
without any higher-level strategic control. This condition has gradually worsened, with a
generalised indifference over several decades. Only recently have the pathological sides
been perceived: an unjustified over-urbanisation in a very inorganic configuration, which is
extremely energy-consuming and much in conflict with the public interest in environmental
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and urban quality [5,6]. The loss of quality caused by the lack of control over the action of
municipal plans is seriously reflected on the landscape structures as a whole and on the
physiognomy of the structures built. Those mentioned are perhaps the most visible aspects
from external observers that also cause significant economic losses and interest from tourist
flows [7,8]. This phenomenon has greatly increased the contradiction between high urban
growth and the abandonment of existing places. In fact, in Italy there is a huge amount of
unused and/or abandoned building capital. This issue is encountered at various scales
from the single abandoned buildings (private or public) to small urban spaces, entire urban
areas, and whole municipalities (i.e., municipalities of Italian inner areas). For this reason, it
is necessary to introduce useful support decisions tools that will allow us to have a broader
territorial vision, especially in the current historical period in which land planning and
territorial policies are moving towards the application of urban regeneration programs and
the reuse of empty spaces [9–14]. In a territorial planning system nearly devoid of a strategy
that drives municipalities toward spatial and dimensional organisational goals for urban
functions and with an eye to the large scale, the only applicable possibility in Italy today is
the careful, continuous mosaicing of local city planning tools, at least at the regional level.
This is a form of ex post facto control, which is ineffective since it acts after municipal plans
are already in effect. However, mosaicing introduces an element of social and political
transparency for planning before transformative events occur, which has high utility both
for the social collective and for regional agencies. The PTM provides a framework that
continues into the probable future of the territories, overcoming the current opacity and
leading to public awareness of future arrangements, such that they may intervene with
possible conscious, participatory, and monitoring actions. In the current situation, it is
essentially impossible to understand what is going to happen geographically in territory
outside of the individual municipality and, in particular, to evaluate ex ante the land
consumption or environmental damage that will occur in the time horizon of action of the
municipal plans.
It is, after all, a rather well-known fact that, although Italian historic centres maintain
high landscape and architectural quality, which is recognised and appreciated throughout
the world, the urban textures created in the last 50 years probably have distributive,
constructive, and formal characteristics that are on average among the worst, at least in
Europe. It is certainly true that the Italian urban planning law of 1942 (Law no. 1150
of 17 August 1942) was one of the first and most innovative of its kind, introducing
planning at various levels and city planning extended to the entire municipal territory,
limiting construction activity for municipalities without urban planning tools, but it is also
true that many of these valuable contents, including the right of public expropriation in
expansion zones, were either never implemented or used methods that lost regulatory
energy over the course of time [15]. After 1942, Italy no longer issued national laws on
urban planning or the transformation of land, and all legislative activity on the topic was
delegated, starting from the 1970s, to the country’s 20 regions. Although very intense
over time, this activity was characterised by a strong dishomogeneity and, again, by a
weak capacity for strategic regulation, progressively lightening the forms of control and
increasingly allocating decision-making roles to individual municipalities, no matter how
small and demographically irrelevant [16–19].
In reality, eminent and widely admired academics had given some indication of the
inefficiency of Italian planning starting in the 1980s. Unfortunately, the near-totality of the
literature produced was in Italian, and therefore the bibliography dutifully included many
titles which are very difficult to access [20–22].
The parts that follow show some examples of results of the extreme autonomy in
the decision-making of the Italian municipalities. This paper will present the PTM tool
in its essential characteristics, highlighting the technical problems and organisational
protocol, using some pilot experiences already present in some regions who have produced
spontaneously their own PTM outside of any national standard. Finally, we delineate the
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technical modalities to transform the PTM into an institutional tool for regions that are part
of the procedural framework of the territorial government.
2. Materials and Methods
The research conducted used some databases about PTMs, demographic data, and
urbanisation data (Table 1).
Table 1. Databases used for the analysis.
Data

Source

the demographic data, and any information
regarding urbanisation

ISTAT database

recent dynamic (2012, 2015, 2016) of
urbanisation

ISPRA database

Other territorial and environmental data

DUSAF database

PTM of Piedmont

Piedmont

PTM of Lombardy

Lombardy

PTM of the Metropolitan Area of Bologna

The Metropolitan Area of Bologna

PTM of the Province of Pesaro-Urbino

The Province of Pesaro-Urbino

PTM of Umbria

Elaboration of the authors developed within
the SUNLIFE project (LIFE
13/NAT/IT/000371)

PTM of the Metropolitan Area of Naples

The Metropolitan Area of Naples

PTM of the Metropolitan Area of Rome

The Metropolitan Area of Rome

Website
http://www4.istat.it/it/archivio/209722
(accessed on 25 January 2021),
http://demo.istat.it/ (accessed on 25 January
2021).
http://www.sinanet.isprambiente.it/it/siaispra/download-mais/consumo-di-suolo/
carta-nazionale-consumo-suolo/cartografia_
consumo_suolo_10m-1/view (accessed on
25 January 2021)
http://www.cartografia.regione.lombardia.it/
metadata/Dusaf (accessed on 25 January 2021)
https://www.geoportale.piemonte.it/cms/
(accessed on 25 January 2021)
http://www.geoportale.regione.lombardia.it/
(accessed on 25 January 2021)
https://dati.emilia-romagna.it/dataset/
mosaico-prg--eb6e2588 (accessed on
25 January 2021)
http://www.provincia.pu.it/funzioni/
pianificazione-territoriale/altre-competenze/
sistema-informativo-urbanistico-territoriale
(accessed on 25 January 2021)
http://www.life-sun.eu/ (accessed on
25 January 2021)
https://sciamlab.com/opendatahub/
dataset/r_campan_mosaico-p-r-g-p-u-c-psaiadb-campania-centrale (accessed on
25 January 2021)
http://websit.cittametropolitanaroma.it/
PRG.aspx (accessed on 25 January 2021)

In particular, the databases extractable from the individual PTMs are freely available
online for Italy, as shown in Figure 1 (Piedmont, Lombardy, the Metropolitan Area of
Bologna, the Province of Pesaro-Urbino, Umbria, the Metropolitan Area of Naples, the
Metropolitan Area of Rome). Other PTMs have also been created, such as those of the
Valle d’Aosta region and the Venice Metropolitan Area, but the data were not available
or viewable on the web; however, it must be taken into account that the PTM is not a
mandatory tool under Italian law, even on the regional level.
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were extracted
from
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for
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and
Research))
geoportal:
http://www.sinanet.
stitute for Environmental Protection and Research)) geoportal: http://www.sinanet.isisprambiente.it/it/sia-ispra/download-mais/consumo-di-suolo/carta-nazionale-consumoprambiente.it/it/sia-ispra/download-mais/consumo-di-suolo/carta-nazionale-consumosuolo/cartografia_consumo_suolo_10m-1/view (accessed on 25 January 2021).
suolo/cartografia_consumo_suolo_10m-1/view (accessed on 25 January 2021).
Other territorial and environmental data were gathered from the Information System
Other territorial and environmental data were gathered from the Information System
of the Lombardy Region DUSAF (Destinazione d’Uso del Suolo Agricolo e Forestale (Land
of the Lombardy Region DUSAF (Destinazione d’Uso del Suolo Agricolo e Forestale
and Forest Use Database)) (http://www.cartografia.regione.lombardia.it/metadata/Dusaf
(Land
and
Forest
Use
Database))
(http://www.cartografia.regione.lombar(accessed on 25 January 2021)) and from the Land Use papers available on the geoportals
dia.it/metadata/Dusaf (accessed on 25 January 2021)) and from the Land Use papers availof the Italian regions.
able on the geoportals of the Italian regions.
The classification of the areas used by the Italian planning tools refers to the InterminThe classification of the areas used by the Italian planning tools refers to the Interisterial Decree of 2 April 1968, n. 1444. This is a rule of the Italian Republic that introduce
ministerial Decree of 2 April 1968, n. 1444. This is a rule of the Italian Republic that introthe limits and rules in urban planning, valid throughout the national territory and imduce the limits and rules in urban planning, valid throughout the national territory and
plemented by the General Regulatory Plans of each Italian municipality. The decree has
implemented by the General Regulatory Plans of each Italian municipality. The decree has
defined the Italian urban planning standards. The best-known standards are related to the
definition of homogeneous territorial zones and to the height and distance limits between
buildings. The ministerial decree has undoubtedly influenced the urban development of
Italian municipalities.
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including ones near to or greater than 10%. Essentially, there is no correlation between
historic series of demographic dynamics and developmental population scenarios which
each individual municipality may propose in justification of the provision of residential or
productive spaces. In the Umbrian case, which currently shows a per capita urbanisation
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In any case, the expansive forecasts of the Lombardy PTM, compared at 341 m2/per
capita of urban surface area, prefigure a population increase for the next 10–20 years of
1,500,000 inhabitants, or 15% more. Considering that from 1991 to 2011 the population
increased by 9.6% for Lombardy as well, the values in play are rather oversized, although
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Figure 6. Demographic dynamics for the period 1991–2011 compared to the rate of urban increase
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For all four regions analysed, the samples confirm a substantial indifference from
each municipality to the positive or negative demographic balance, and this is valid for
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from the first time section, the increase of 18% is in any case enormously greater than the
dynamics measured.
For all four regions analysed, the samples confirm a substantial indifference from each
municipality to the positive or negative demographic balance, and this is valid for both the
entire set of municipalities analysed (Figure 8) and their dimensional clusters. In all cases,
furthermore, no significant distributions for sub-environments of value or geographics
were found. For the Lombardy plans, however, a certain tendency to limit urban expansion
of 17 and
can be gathered, probably due to the elevated saturation of the region in this 10
sense
also due to the fact that the PRGs are nearly all very recent [18]—that is, created after 2010,
when the national debate on land use started to spread.

Figure 8. Variations in urbanisation density deriving from the complete implementation of the
Figure 8. Variations in urbanisation density deriving from the complete implementation of the
contents of the municipal regulatory plans in three sample cases (from high to low) of Lombardy,
contents of the municipal regulatory plans in three sample cases (from high to low) of Lombardy,
Piedmont, and the Metropolitan City of Naples.
Piedmont, and the Metropolitan City of Naples.
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4. Discussion
As can be deduced as far, creating the PTM is an onerous operation for regions, both
for the initial system and especially for maintenance and updating over time. If there are
no rules for the technical development of municipal plans, the task of mosaicing is very
onerous and costly and requires copious resources, including specialised staff and office
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4. Discussion
As can be deduced as far, creating the PTM is an onerous operation for regions, both
for the initial system and especially for maintenance and updating over time. If there are
no rules for the technical development of municipal plans, the task of mosaicing is very
onerous and costly and requires copious resources, including specialised staff and office
equipment. Considering that in a region with hundreds of municipalities the updating of
plans is a rather frequent activity, the inclusion of new documents and the updating of the
database requires a daily effort from various staff units. This is also made necessary by the
fact, cited above, that the production of the plans is not done by feasible and unified time
deadlines, but is completely free and therefore the new tools become effective at random
intervals. It is just for this reason that the near totality of the Italian regions, if we exclude
those used as a sample in this work, do not have PTMs in an efficient and official version—
that is, to be considered an institutional layer of the agency available on geoportals. It is
rather astounding, moreover, that PTMs are not made available publicly by regions that
are notoriously very efficient in territorial planning, such as Trentino Alto-Adige or Emilia
Romagna. For the rapid formation of the PTM, it would require the production of municipal
plans that follow a uniform standard, and some example of regulation in this sense actually
exists. Perhaps the most rigorous in Italy is that of the Sicily region. This region has made
available the “Technical Directives for the computerisation of the General Regulatory Plans:
codification of graphics and standard legend” with Circular no. 02/2017, Department of
Urban Planning, on technical directives (http://www.sitr.regione.sicilia.it/?page_id=1139
(accessed on 25 January 2021)). In this document, the region indicates the standardisation
procedures of the General Regulatory Plans through a series of steps:

•

•
•

The coding of the graphics and symbolisms to be used to identify the homogeneous
zones, the restricted areas, and the land use destinations through the creation of a
standard legend;
Defining technical and informatics characteristics of the documentation through the
organisation and naming of the folders and files;
Defining characteristics of the basic cartography formats to be used for the works.

This is an important experience that should be taken up by all the Italian regions
in order to end up, in many years’ time, with a national database, unimaginable today,
capable of providing extraordinary information. The INU Report from the Territory [24],
confirms these statements showing a net “peninsula effect”. In general, northern regions
have more updated plans than south–central ones, which have been in force for more than
thirty years with completely anachronistic and unreliable contents [25–27].
Technical Characteristics of the PTM
As already anticipated in the introduction, a PTM contains the summary of the
contents of individual municipal planning tools, using a unified legend obtained from the
interpretation of the zone assignments indicated in the source documents. In this way, the
zoning of n plans that flow together into PTMs are welded into a single layer accompanied
by a single database. Of course, it would also be possible to prepare a simply spatial PTM,
maintaining the original synoptic items of the individual plans, but this would compromise
the searchability of the device relative to the macroscopic effect deriving from the summary
of the indications of the individual municipalities. As a consequence, the PTM generally
follows the technical procedure shown in Figure 9.
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Currently, we are working on the draft of the PTM guidelines within the project called
Currently, we are working on the draft of the PTM guidelines within the project
“Sost.EN.&Re—Sostenibilità, resilienza, adattamento per la tutela degli ecosistemi e la
called “Sost.EN.&Re—Sostenibilità, resilienza, adattamento per la tutela degli ecosistemi
ricostruzione fisica in Italia Centrale”, supported by Ministry for Environment, Land, and
e la ricostruzione fisica in Italia Centrale”, supported by Ministry for Environment, Land,
Sea Protection of Italy and in collaboration with the Abruzzo Region. The specific aim is to
and Sea Protection of Italy and in collaboration with the Abruzzo Region. The specific aim
implement a set of tools that are useful for regional planning (Abruzzo Region). A wider
is to implement a set of tools that are useful for regional planning (Abruzzo Region). A
aim is to propose tools that may be valid also for other regions.
wider aim is to propose tools that may be valid also for other regions.
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Recently, Parliament passed Law 158/2017, which provides financial support to
small municipalities (less than 5000 inhabitants) for “the structural, economic, and social
development of small municipalities through financing investments in the environment
and cultural assets, the safeguarding and restoration of historic centres, the security of the
street infrastructure and schools and the establishment of new manufacturing activities”. It
is extremely likely that this measure will be ineffective, given the limited resources made
available (€30,000 per municipality, spread out over four years). In this sense, a problemoriented regulation should be more efficient than simplistic formulas and general supports.
A focused regulation may streamline the services and incentive innovative planning forms
and tools as the PTM. These are also (perhaps) hetero-directed forms of planning (by the
regions), as has been seen in numerous cases, in which municipal size does not actually
allow a strategic vision of prospects, administering, and planning, which are therefore
more on the wave of hopes and aspirations than the unequivocal sign of reality.
Of course, one could respond to these considerations by saying that designing expansion areas in PRGs does not mean that these actually develop, but that would be an implicit
declaration of the uselessness of the plans as tools for controlling and directing territorial
transformations. The only regret of the authors is that the debate on these topics in Italy
is currently quite dormant and does not enjoy significant attention, either from scientific
societies or the public administration, at any level. It follows that, at least in the meantime,
things will continue to proceed as they have up to now, and so we felt that it was important
to raise these issues in an article of international scope.
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